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1. Introduction and statement of the results. Let X be a Banach space, Tit), 0^t< °o, a strongly continuous semigroup of bounded linear operators on X (see p. 321] ). It is well known that the degree of approximation of the identity by the semigroup for small values of the parameter /, that is, the order of magnitude of ||7-P(i)|| as a function of t, is closely related to regularity properties of the semigroup Tit (2) ||/ -r(0|| = 2 -Ct log(l//) for 0 < t < Sc, then A T(t) is a bounded operator for every t > 0.
By means of Lemma 1 we can also extend the corollary to Theorem A of [2] as follows.
Corollary. If T(t) satisfies (2) for some fixed C and 8C and T(t) can be extended to a group of bounded linear operators, then A is bounded.
2. Proofs. Our theorem as well as the corollary is a consequence of the following lemma. where r = +ir/t. From (4) it follows that A-ir is one-to-one for |r| sufficiently large. We shall prove that it is onto X. Since A is the infinitesimal generator of a uniformly bounded semigroup (A -(p+ir))"1 exists and has domain X for every p>0 and ||(^4 -(p+«"))-1|| -M/p (see [4, p. 624] ). Let/EX and denote by xp the solution of (A -(p+ir))xp =/. Then \\xp\\ = (Af/p)||/|| and therefore ||(A -tr)*,|| è p||*p|| + ll/ll á (M + DU/11. From (4) it then follows that ||xp|| is bounded as p->0 and some element xEX as p->0. Since A is closed it follows that iA -ir)x =/. Thus A -iris onto, iA -ít)~1 exists and (5) ||(4 -»t)-i|| ú (Jf/0(log(| t| /r))"1.
Therefore, 
This implies that T(t) is differentiable
for every t>0 (respectively t>M/Ci) which is equivalent to the boundedness of ATit) for every t>0 (respectively t>M/Ci).
Proof of the Corollary. By the previous argument ATit) is bounded for t large enough and therefore also A = P( -t)AT(t) is bounded as the product of two bounded operators.
It is clear that under the conditions of our theorem we may have lim supino ||7-P(í)|| =2. In such a case, if ||P(/)|| ál and X is uniformly convex, Tit) is not holomorphic. This follows from the results of Kato [3] . Nevertheless, our theorem assures that A Tit) is bounded for every / > 0.
We conclude with an example in which 7-T(t)\\ ^2 -Ct for some constant C and for 0 ^ ¿ Sj 1 but A Tit) is not bounded for any t > 0.
Let X = l2, that is, sequences ¡o:«},^! of complex numbers with the norm || {«"} || =(£«"=■ 1 |«»|2)^. Let 
